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Abstract
CFD-based numerical wave tank (CNWT) models, are a useful tool for the anal-
ysis of wave energy converters (WECs). During the development of a CNWT,
model validation is vital, to prove the accuracy of the numerical solution. This
paper presents an extensive validation study of a CNWT model for the 1:5 scale
Wavestar point-absorber device. The previous studies reported by Ransley et
al. [1] and Windt et al. [2] are extended in this paper, by including cases in
which the power-take off (PTO) system is included in the model. In this study,
the PTO is represented as a linear spring-damper system, providing a good
approximation to the full PTO dynamics. The spring stiffness and damping
coefficients in the numerical PTO model are determined through a linear least
squares fit of the experimental PTO position, velocity and force data. The nu-
merical results for free surface elevation, PTO data (position, velocity, force),
generated power and pressure on the WEC hull are shown to compare well with
the experimental measurements.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
CFD Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics
CNWT CFD-based numerical wave
tank
CoM Centre of mass
CPH Cells per wave height
CPL Cells per wave length
DoF Degree of freedom
Exp Identifier for experimental re-
sults
FSE Free surface elevation
MULES Multi-Dimensional Limiter
for Explicit Solutions
NRMSE Normalised root mean
squared error
Num Identifier for numerical results
NWM Numerical wave maker
PF Potential flow
PG Pressure gauge
PISO Pressure-implicit split-
operator
PIV Particle image velocimitry
PTO Power take-off
PWT Physical wave tank
RANS Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes
SIMPLE Semi-implicit method for
pressure-linked equations
TRL Technology readiness level
WEC Wave energy converter
WP Wave probe
WSI Wave-structure interaction
Greek letters
α Angle to the piston attachment
arm
αV F Water volume fraction
β Angle to the reference point
γ Angle to the device arm
λ Wave length
ω Angular velocity
Φ Specific fluid quantity
ϕ State vector
ρ Fluid density
σ Standard deviation
τ Power take-off torque
Θ Device rotational angle
θ Angle between device arm and
reference point
ξ Damping and stiffness matrix
ξ̂ Estimated damping and stiff-
ness matrix
Roman letters
a Distance between pivot point
and piston attachement point
b Length of the piston attach-
ment arm
D Power take-off damping
d Water depth
∆ t Time step
FPTO Power take-off Force
fb External forces
H Wave height
K Power take-off stiffness
La Absorption relaxation zone
length
Lg Generation relaxation zone
length
N Number of samples
p Pressure
T Viscous stress tensor
T Wave period
t Time
u Velocity field
ur Interface compression velocity
vPTO Linear power take-off velocity
Xc Cylinder displacement
xPTO Linear power take-off displace-
ment
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1. Introduction
Numerical modelling of WECs using CNWTs has recently attracted in-
creased attention [3]. The previously relatively slow computational performance
of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are gradually improving
with modern computing resources. The main advantage of CNWTs is the abil-5
ity to provide high-fidelity analysis of WEC performance, which can allow in-
depth optimisation and performance assessment of a WEC design/concept at
low Technology readiness levels (TRLs) and capital expenditure, as discussed
in [4, 5].
1.1. Validation10
It is well-known, in many branches of engineering, that the application of
CFD relies heavily on both verification and validation [6, 7] to ensure the ac-
curacy of the numerical results. Verification of CFD simulations embraces the
quantification of spatial and temporal discretisation errors. Validation covers
the comparison to reference data and should to be a part of every CNWT exper-15
iment. In the case of numerical WEC analysis, validation should consider cases
where the PTO and control systems are acting on the WEC. In such cases, the
WEC (1) experiences realistic operational conditions, and (2) when controlled
for energy maximisation, and therefore resonating with the incident waves, will
typically experience increased non-linear hydrodynamic behaviour [8]. Gener-20
ally, four different validation strategies can be identified, in which CFD results
are compared to:
• Analytical results: For example, comparing free surface elevation (FSE)
and velocity data against wave theory results, as in [9]
• Potential Flow (PF) simulations: CFD results can be shown to converge25
on PF results as the amplitudes of wave and/or body motions approach
zero, as shown in [10]
• Other CFD simulations: Comparing CFD against benchmark CFD results
has the drawback of not actually checking for physical validity, however,
such tests can be helpful to evaluate computational efficiency [11]30
• Experimental data: This is the most prominent method, giving a direct
comparison against measured physical reality, within the bounds of ex-
perimental error and wave tank fidelity. From the literature reviewed in
[3] it can be seen that experimental data is typically only available from
scale model testing in a physical wave tank (PWT). Therefore, validating35
a CNWT model against experimental data risks the danger of drawing
false conclusions if not taking experimental inaccuracies and scaling issues
into account [12].
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1.2. Recent relevant literature
Hu et al. [13] perform comprehensive validation studies for extreme wave con-40
ditions, considering both wave-only and wave-structure interaction (WSI) cases
and find maximum differences of 15% in the measured forces compared to exper-
imental results. Mishra et al. [14] measure the radiation forces on the WaveBob
device under different conditions. Correlation coefficients between 0.73 and 0.99
are found when comparing experimental and numerical results.45
Palm et al. [15] identify the influence of physical model inaccuracies on
CNWT model validation, for a novel coupled mooring analysis methodology.
The authors identify inaccuracies due to manufacturing tolerances of physical
models or material properties. Prasad et al. [16] details measurement uncertain-
ties caused by the instrumentation, ranging from ±1% up to ±2.23%. Similar50
ranges of measurement uncertainty are found in [17].
Providing high resolution data sets and visualisation, CFD enables the (mostly
qualitative) comparison of the flow field with experimental data. Relevant ex-
amples can be found in [18] and [19], for the analysis of Oscillating Wave Surge
Converters. Employing Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Schmitt et al. [18]55
highlights the complexity and potential inaccuracies of the experimental setup.
Hence, comparisons between numerical and physical results in a quantitative
manner are difficult to conduct. With a focus on vortex shedding, Wei et al.
[19] find agreement between physical and numerical results.
1.3. The Wavestar WEC experiments60
The experimental validation data set follows tests performed on a 1:5 scale
model of the Wavestar WEC (see Figure 2), reported by Jakobsen et al. [20].
This data set is particularly useful for CNWT WEC model validation, since (1)
Pressure data on the hull is recorded; (2) The 1:5 scale is larger than most PWT
experiments, representing more realistic hydrodynamic and turbulence effects65
compared to an actual full-scale device [12]; (3) The hydraulic PTO system
operates in different conditions: undamped, damped and reactively control.
Ransley et al. [1] used this data set for the validation of a CNWT model, for
fixed body and undamped freely moving body cases. Windt et al. [2] validated
different dynamic mesh motion methods in the OpenFOAM environment, by70
replicating the free-decay tests in the Wavestar experiments. This paper extends
[1] and [2] by considering cases in which the hydraulic PTO system is actively
engaged.
In addition to the requirement of modelling the effect of the PTO system
on the WEC, including the controlled PTO also challenges the CNWT model75
by introducing increased nonlinear hydrodynamic effects compared to the free
floating case [8, 21]. Figure 1 shows the operational space of a WEC under
uncontrolled (black line) and controlled (red line) conditions. A drastic mag-
nification of the operational space is caused by the implementation of control,
implying increased nonlinear hydrodynamic effects. In this paper the effects of80
the PTO are implemented using a representative, spring-damper model. This
acts as a stepping stone towards a high-fidelity wave-to-wire simulation of the
4
Wavestar device, using CFD for the hydrodynamics and a high-fidelity model
(considering the hydraulics and electromagnetic generator) for the PTO system,
as demonstrated in [5].85
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Figure 1: Operational space for a WEC with and without control applied (adapted from [21])
1.4. Outline of paper
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the
experimental setup and WEC characteristics from the PWT test campaign.
Section 3 describes the test cases considered in the validation study: wave-only
simulation, wave diffraction and radiation tests, as well as wave-driven motion90
of the WEC with PTO damping. Section 4 shows the details of the CNWT
used for the numerical simulations. Section 5 presents and discusses the results,
while conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Physical Wave Tank
The experimental data in this study originates from PWT tests of a 1:595
scale Wavestar model (see Figure 2), conducted at the Ocean Wave Basin at
Plymouth University, detailed in [20] and [22]. A schematic of the experimental
test setup, including significant dimensions, is depicted in Figure 3. System
properties (mass, inertia, etc.) are listed in Table 1. The experimental data
comprises:100
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• WEC motion : measured via the piston displacement in the hydraulic
PTO cylinder (see Figure 3)
• PTO force : measured at the connection of the hydraulic PTO with the
arm, using a single degree of freedom (DoF) load cell.
• Pressure on the WEC : measured at 29 locations on the hull, using pressure105
gauges (PGs) (see Figure 4 for PG numbering).
• FSE : measured at 16 locations in the tank, using wave probes (WPs) (see
Figure 5 for WP numbering).
Figure 2: The 1:5 scale physical model of the Wavestar WEC in Plymouth Ocean Wave basin
(adapted from [1])
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Figure 3: Schematic of the experimental setup, including the main dimensions (in mm).
Schematic not to scale. (adopted from [20], [1])
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Table 1: Physical properties of the 1:5 scale Wavestar model
Mass (Float & Arm) 220kg
Inertia 124kg m2
Centre of Mass (CoM) of the floating
system in equilibrium relative to the
hinge position:
x 1.3954m
y 0.0m
z −1.3305m
Submergence (in equilibrium) 0.4m
Water depth d 3m
FyFy
Fz
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Figure 4: Pressure gauge locations on the WEC hull; distances in mm (adapted from [22])
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Figure 5: WP locations in the PWT; WPs numbered in red; distances in meters (adapted
from [20])
3. Test Cases
Several different types of tests, each considering different types of waves,110
were conducted in the experimental PWT campaign. Sections 3.1-3.4 describe
the test cases replicated in the CNWT, for the present validation study.
3.1. Waves-only
A waves-only test, without the WEC in the tank, is performed to benchmark
the incident wave field. The present validation study considers this test case115
first to validate the numerical wave maker (NWM) and the wave propagation
in the CNWT. A total of four different sea states are considered, MS01, MS02,
MS03 and MS04, whose characteristics are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Wave characteristics for monochromatic waves MS01, MS02, MS03 and MS04
MS01 MS02 MS03 MS04
Wave height H [m] 0.1 0.15 0.25 0.25
Wave period T [s] 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.8
Wave length λ [m] 3.06 3.06 3.06 11.4
Wave steepness H/λ [-] 0.033 0.049 0.082 0.022
3.2. Wave Diffraction
In the diffraction tests, the WEC is held fixed in the tank, while subjected120
to incoming waves (MS01, MS02, MS03 and MS04). This test case is considered
in the validation study to introduce WSI, without additionally including body
motion at the same time, and thus reducing the WSI problem to wave diffraction
only.
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3.3. Wave Radiation125
The wave radiation tests provide an initial validation of the WEC motion
due to the PTO force. The wave radiation tests are conducted in a still tank
with no input waves and the WEC motion is driven by a sinusoidal PTO force.
Three cases are considered, with increasing PTO force amplitude and constant
frequency, as listed in Table 3.130
Table 3: Wave radiation test cases
Frequency [Hz] Period [s] Amplitude [N]
DA300F35 0.35 2.86 300
DA400F35 0.35 2.86 400
DA600F35 0.35 2.86 600
3.4. WEC with PTO system
Finally, the full system is tested, with the WEC free to move, while subjected
to incoming waves (MS01, MS02, MS03 and MS04) and PTO forces. Resistive
control is employed, and different rotational PTO damping factors (Dexp) are
considered in the PWT experiments, i.e. Dexp = 0, 50, 100 and 200N m s,
which in theory lead to a PTO torque τPTO, following Equation (1), where the
rotational spring stiffness Kexp is 0, due to the application of resistive control
[23]. In the experimental setup, the PTO torque is transformed into a linear
PTO force, applied through the hydraulic piston (see Figure 3).
τPTO = Dexp · ωWEC + Kexp ·ΘWEC (1)
In Equation (1), ωWEC is the angular velocity, and ΘWEC the rotation angle
around the pivot point (see Figure 3).
4. Numerical Wave Tank
The CNWT is implemented using the open-source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM135
[24]. More specifically, the OpenFOAM Foundation fork, version 4.1 [25], is
employed. This study builds upon the work in Ransley et al. [1] and Windt
et al. [2]; thus, these previous studies can provide useful guides for the CNWT
setup used for the current validation tests.
4.1. Hydrodynamics140
In OpenFOAM, the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations,
describing the conservation of mass (see Eq. (2)) and momentum (see Eq. (3)),
are solved using the Finite-Volume method.
∇ · u = 0 (2)
∂(ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ ·T + ρfb (3)
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In equations (2) and (3), t represents time, u the fluid velocity, p the fluid
pressure, ρ the fluid density, T the stress tensor and fb external forces such as
gravity.
In the employed CNWT, the PIMPLE algorithm [26] is used to solve the
pressure-velocity coupling. PIMPLE blends the semi-implicit method for pressure-145
linked equations (SIMPLE) [27] and the pressure-implicit split-operator (PISO)
[28] to achieve solutions for transient problems considering larger Courant num-
bers, allowing larger time steps.
To account for the two phase flow, the Volume of Fluid method, proposed
in [29], is used, following:150
∂ αV F
∂ t
+∇ · (uαV F ) +∇ · [urαV F (1− αV F )] = 0 (4)
Φ = αV FΦwater + (1− αV F )Φair , (5)
where αV F denotes the volume fraction of water, ur(t) is the relative velocity
between the liquid and gaseous phases [30], and Φ is a specific fluid quantity,
such as density. Boundedness of the transport equation is achieved through
the Multi-Dimensional Limiter for Explicit Solutions (MULES) [31]. Following
Eskilsson et al. [32], the free surface elevation is monitored by extracting the155
iso-surface of the volume fraction αV F = 0.5.
Laminar flow conditions are assumed for all simulations, as in [1]. The
inclusion of turbulence modelling will be investigated in future work.
4.2. Body Motion
The body motion is solved using OpenFOAM’s sixDoFRigidBodyMotion160
solver, which calculates the body’s trajectory from the forces acting upon it, via
Newton’s 2nd law of motion. For this study, the WEC motion is constrained to
the pitch DoF in the sixDoFRigidBodyMotion solver, and the angluar motion
around the pivot point is calculated.
For the comparison with experimental data, the cylinder displacement Xc(t)165
is calculated using geometrical transformations from the numerically measured
translational displacement of the WEC. Defining a reference point on the WEC
(red dot in Figure 6), whose location is tracked through the simulation, Xc(t)
is calculated following
γ(t) = β(t)− θ (6)
α′(t) = α+ γ(t) (7)
Xc(t) =
√
−(cos(α′(t)) · 2 · a · b)− a2 − b2 . (8)
All relevant angles and distances are depicted in Figure 6, where time dependent170
variables are denoted with (t). From the x and z displacement of the reference
point, β(t) and subsequently γ(t) and Xc(t) are calculated.
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Figure 6: Relevant angles and distances for the calculation of the cylinder displacement Xc(t),
where time dependent variables are denoted with (t). The red dot represents the reference
point, tracked throughout the simulation. From the x and z displacement of the reference
point, β(t) is calculated.
4.3. PTO Model
A preliminary study reported by the authors [33] attempted to approximate
the PTO effects via an angular damper at the pivot point of the WEC, and
thereby directly apply the theoretical PTO torque described by Equation 1.
Although simple to implement, in the CNWT model, this approximation was
found to be inadequate for replicating the dynamics of the system. Therefore,
a more rigorous replication of the actual physical system is now implemented
in the CNWT, whereby the PTO force acts on the WEC arm at the position
of the 1 DoF loadcell (see Figure 3). The PTO force is modelled as a linear
spring-damper system, which is defined in the sixDoFRigidBodyMotion solver
via an anchor point, fixed throughout the simulation, and a reference point,
moving with the body (position of the 1 DoF loadcell). The spring and damper
forces are then calculated at each time step, multiplying user-defined spring
(Knum) and damper (Dnum) coeffients by the relative anchor-reference point
displacement xPTO(t) and velocity vPTO(t), respectively (see Equation 9).
FPTO(t) = Dnum · vPTO(t) +Knum · xPTO(t) (9)
Physically, Dnum·vPTO(t) describes the linear damping, applied to the WEC,
via the hydraulic PTO piston. Knum · xPTO(t) describes any reactive force175
applied through the PTO piston. In theory, for a resistively controller WEC,
any reactive force should be zero. A more detailed discussion of the definition
of the parameters Dnum and Knum is given in Section 5.4.1.
4.4. Numerical Wave Maker
For numerical wave generation and absorption, the relaxation zone method,180
implemented in the waves2Foam toolbox [34], is employed. Generally, this
11
method requires larger domain sizes, thus longer computing times, compared to
a static boundary NWM [35]. However, for the desired monochromatic sea state,
preliminary studies revealed better accuracy for the
waves2Foam wave maker, compared to the static boundary NWM olaFOAM185
[36]. To closely replicate the experimental conditions, no wave absorption is im-
plemented in the y-direction, with solid concrete side walls present in the PWT
(see Figure 8). Convergence studies, as presented in [35], were performed to
determine the required wave generation relaxation zone length (Lg) and wave
absorption relaxation zone length (La). The dimensions of the generation and190
absorption relaxation zone lengths are listed in Table 6. A screenshot of the
NWT showing the mean water level, relaxation factor strengths and the WEC
body, is depicted in Figure 8.
4.5. Boundary Conditions and Solution Schemes
The OpenFOAM specific boundary conditions for all domain boundaries195
(according to Fig. 7) are listed in Table 4. The OpenFOAM specific solution
schemes for the temporal derivatives, gradients, divergence and the Laplace
equation are listed in Table 5.
Bottom wall
Atmosphere
OutletInlet
WEC
(a) Front View
(b) Top View
Front wall
Back wall
Figure 7: Labelling of the CNWT domain boundaries
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Table 4: OpenFOAM boundary conditions in the CNWT; Asterisk marks waves2Foam specific
boundary conditions
U p point displacement alpha.water
Back wall fixed Value 0 zeroGradient fixed Value 0 zeroGradient
Front wall symmetry symmetry symmetry symmetry
Bottom wall fixed Value 0 zeroGradient fixed Value 0 zeroGradient
Inlet waveVelocity* zeroGradient fixed Value 0 waveAlpha*
Outlet fixed Value 0 zeroGradient fixed Value 0 zeroGradient
Atmosphere pressureInletOutletVelocity totalPressure fixed Value 0 inletOutlet
WEC movingWallVelocity zeroGradient calculated zeroGradient
Table 5: OpenFOAM solution schemes in the CNWT
ddtSchemes Euler
gradSchemes Gauss linear
laplacianSchemes Gauss linear corrected
divScheme U Gauss linear
divScheme alpha Gauss interfaceCompression
4.6. Discretisation
Following the convergence study outlined in [35], the spatial (in the free200
surface and near-body region) and temporal discretisations were determined.
The spatial and temporal discretisations are listed in Table 6.
The spatial dimensions of the CNWT are 7.75m x
(6.92m + 4λ) x 6m (WxLxH). A symmetry plane bisects the domain, to re-
duce the computational overhead, with the validity of exploiting symmetry in205
the CNWT for the Wavestar WEC being shown in [2]. The total cell count
of the domain varies between 800k and 3M cells. A screen shot of the spatial
discretisation in the interface and near-body region is depicted in Figure 9.
Table 6: Relaxations zone lengths and domain discretisation
Generation relaxation zone length (Lg) 1λ
Absorption relaxation zone length (La) 3λ
Reflection coefficient 2%
Spatial discretisation:
dx 200CPL
dy 50CPL
dz 10CPH
Temporal discretisation 1400∆t/T
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Figure 8: Visualisation of the relaxation strength, free surface and the buoy hull
2H
Figure 9: Spatial discretisation of the numerical domain with 10CPH and 200CPL. The
discretisation is gradually refined towards the free surface interface. The finest discretisation
of 10CPH and 200CPL stretches over one wave heights H below and above the still water line.
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Waves-only210
The generation and propagation of waves in the CNWT are validated first,
comparing them to the wavefield using WP data. FSE data are compared at
four WPs: 2, 7, 11 and 16, where WPs 2, 7 and 11 are aligned with the WEC
center in the direction of wave propagation and WP16 is inline with the WEC,
perpendicular to the wave propagation direction (see Figure 5).215
5.1.1. Analysis
Phase averaged FSE time traces, from a zero-down crossing analysis, as in
[35], are investigated, considering ten consecutive wave periods.
Firstly, the temporal scatter of the FSE is analysed, by calculating the stan-
dard deviation, σ, for the ten consecutive wave periods, at each WP. By way of220
example, Figure 10 shows the PWT phase-averaged mean FSE ±σ for sea state
MS01. The results are listed in Table 7, showing that σ is relatively small for
both the PWT and CNWT. These small, negligible values for σ are reflected by
the indistinguishable lines in Figure 10. Comparing the PWT and the CNWT,
the numerical results show standard deviations an order of magnitude smaller225
than in the PWT.
Table 7: FSE standard deviation for ten consecutive wave periods
PWT
WP # 2 7 11 16
MS01 [m] 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.005
MS02 [m] 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
MS03 [m] 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
MS04 [m] 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
CNWT
WP # 2 7 11 16
MS01 [m] 0.0007 0.0005 0.002 0.003
MS02 [m] 0.0001 0.0004 0.0006 0.0004
MS03 [m] 0.0005 0.0003 0.0017 0.001
MS04 [m] 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0005
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Figure 10: Mean FSE ±σ for sea state MS01 measured in the PWT
Next, the spatial scatter of the FSE is analysed, by comparing the three
downwave WPs (7, 11 and 16) to WP2, which is the closest to the wavemaker.
The comparison is quantified using the normalised root mean squared error
(NRMSE), as defined in Equation (10), where y is the phase averaged FSE at230
WP2, ŷ the phase averaged FSE at WP 7, 11 or 16 and N is the number of
samples.
NRMSE =
√∑
(ŷ − y)2
N
·
1
max(y)−min(y)
(10)
Ideally, the phase averaged FSE at the different WPs should match, resulting in
a NRMSE of zero. However, due to effects such as (numerical) wave dissipation
or reflections from the tank walls etc, some scatter between the WPs may be235
observed. The results are listed in Table 8 showing that the CNWT exhibits very
little spatial scatter, suggesting relatively low numerical dissipation or reflections
in the CNWT. In the PWT, larger spatial scatter can be observed, especially
for sea states MS03 and MS04. This can likely be attributed to reflections from
the end wall in the PWT.240
16
Table 8: NRMSE of the phase averaged FSE compared to WP2
PWT
WP # 2 7 11 16
MS01 – 0.0162 0.0163 0.0105
MS02 – 0.0138 0.0217 0.0173
MS03 – 0.0270 0.0160 0.0327
MS04 – 0.0187 0.0500 0.0580
CNWT
WP # 2 7 11 16
MS01 – 0.0073 0.0098 0.0048
MS02 – 0.0192 0.0183 0.0181
MS03 – 0.0080 0.0075 0.0219
MS04 – 0.0019 0.0028 0.0025
Finally, the CNWT FSE data is directly compared against the PWT data.
For a qualitative comparison, Figures 11 and 12 plot the mean phase averaged
FSE of the CNWT and PWT at each WP, for the four different sea states. For
a quantitative comparison, the NRMSE is calculated following Equation (10)
(where y refers to the PWT data and ŷ the CNWT data) and is listed in Table245
9.
Overall good agreement between the numerical and experimental results is
observed, with NRMSEs ≤ 6%. Particularly good agreement is found for the
sea states with small wave heights, i.e. MS01 and MS02, with NRMSEs ≤ 2%.
Increasing the wave height leads to larger deviation, i.e. NRMSEs 4 − 2% for250
MS03 and 5− 6% for MS04. For sea state MS03, the main contribution for the
deviation can be found at the wave crests. Similarly, for MS04, at WP 2 and 7,
large deviation can be seen at the crests. At WP 11 and 15, deviations occur
in both the crests and troughs.
Table 9: NRMSE between numerical and experimental FSE for wave-only cases
NRMSE [−]
WP # 2 7 11 16
MS01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
MS02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02
MS03 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
MS04 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06
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Figure 11: Mean phase averaged FSE for sea state MS01(a) and MS02 (b) at WP 2 (i), 7 (ii),
11 (iii), 16 (iv)
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(a) MS03
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Figure 12: Mean phase averaged FSE for sea state MS03 (c) and MS04 (d) at WP 2 (i), 7
(ii), 11 (iii), 16 (iv)
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For completeness, Figures 13 (a)–(d) show screen shots of the αV F field (blue255
colour code for water, red colour code for air), and the velocity vectors in the
computational domain. Clearly, from Figures 13 (a)–(c), an increased velocity
can be observed with increased wave height. Furthermore, the influence of deep
water and intermediate water conditions can be observed. While MS01–MS03
represent deep water conditions, large velocities can mostly be observed close to260
the free surface. In contrast, for sea state MS04, velocity vectors are significant
almost throughout the entire water column.
(a) MS01 (a) MS02 (a) MS03
(a) MS04
Figure 13: Screen shots of the computational domain showing the αV F field (blue colour code
for water, red colour code for air), and the velocity vectors
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5.2. Wave Diffraction
The wave diffraction test case provides an initial validation of WSI, com-
paring the diffracted wave field, using WP data, and the fluid pressure on the265
WEC hull, using PG data. FSE data are compared at five WPs: 2, 11, 13,
14 and 16, where WPs 2, 11 and 13 are aligned with the centre of the WEC
in wave propagation direction and WPs 14 and 16 are inline with the WEC,
perpendicular to the wave propagation direction (see Figure 5). Pressure data
are compared at four PGs: 1, 10, 14 and 12, where PG1 is located at the centre270
bottom, PG 10 on the downwave side, PG 12 on the centre side and PG14 on
the upwave side (see Figure 4).
5.2.1. Analysis
For this case, the time traces are directly compared, rather than the phase
averaged results, to show transient behaviour in the data, as the diffracted and275
incident wave fields interact with each other.
For a quantitative comparison, the NRMSE between the CNWT and PWT
data is evaluated and listed in Table 10. Note that, for sea states MS01 and
MS03, no experimental FSE data are available. For a qualitative comparison,
time traces for the FSE and pressure, for sea states MS02 and MS04 are shown280
in Figures 14 - 17.
Comparing the FSE, good qualitative and quantitative agreement can be ob-
served. Similar to the waves-only cases, MS02 shows better agreement (NRMSE≤
7%) than MS04 (NRMSE≤ 11%). However, in both these sea states, marginally
larger deviations compared to the waves-only cases can be seen. For sea state285
MS02, the larger deviation can potentially be attributed to the influence of re-
flections of the diffracted wave field from the side tank wall. Figure 18 depicts
the wave field in the CNWT for sea state MS02 at a simulation time of 10s,
showing diffracted waves travelling away from the WEC towards the tank wall.
Similarly, Figure 19 shows the wave field in the CNWT for sea state MS04.290
Here, the effect of wave diffraction appears to be minimal. For this sea state,
the mechanical constraints on the body motion could results in larger devia-
tions. When attempting to hold the WEC fixed in the PWT, the wave force
was transmitted to the supporting gantry which began to shake significantly
and large vibrations could be observed in both the WEC and the WPs (which295
are all attached to the gantry). This parasitic influence of the supporting re-
straints in the PWT is obviously not modelled in the CNWT, where a perfectly
stationary body and WPs are assumed. The pressure data for the different sea
states show very similar qualitative and quantitative results, compared to the
FSE data. The deviation for all PGs in the different sea states lies in the range300
of 5% ≤NRMSE≤ 10%.
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Figure 14: Experimental and numerical FSE data for sea state MS02
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Figure 15: Experimental and numerical FSE data for sea state MS04
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Figure 16: Experimental and numerical pressure data for sea state MS02
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Figure 17: Experimental and numerical pressure data for sea state MS04
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Table 10: Normalised RMSE between numerical and experimental FSE and pressure data for
diffraction test cases
FSE
WP # 2 11 13 14 16
MS01 [m] – – – – –
MS02 [m] 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05
MS03 [m] – – – – –
MS04 [m] 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.09
Pressure
PG # 1 10 14 12
MS01 [Pa] 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.07
MS02 [Pa] 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.07
MS03 [Pa] 0.10 0.10 0.06 0.09
MS04 [Pa] 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.09
Figure 18: Screen shots of the dynamic pressure field across the domain (left), and on the WEC
body (right) for sea state MS02. The black line on the WEC hull indicates the instantaneous
free surface.
Figure 19: Screen shots of the dynamic pressure field across the domain (left), and on the WEC
body (right) for sea state MS04. The black line on the WEC hull indicates the instantaneous
free surface.
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5.3. Wave Radiation
The wave radiation tests provide a first validation of the WEC response to
the PTO force, analysing the PTO cylinder displacement and the pressure on
the WEC hull (at PGs 1, 10, 14 and 12). The FSE data are omitted from the305
compaison, due to the high signal-to-noise ratio in the experimental data. The
time series of the PTO force measured at the 1 DoF load cell in the experiments
is used as the input for the CNWT experiments.
5.3.1. Analysis
The NRMSE values for the cylinder displacement and the pressure data310
are listed in Table 11. Figures 20a to 20c show time traces for the cylinder
displacement for the DA300F35, DA400F35 and DA600F35 cases, respectively.
Pressure data from the PGs are plotted in Figure 21 for the test case DA300F35.
By way of example, Figure 22 shows the dynamic pressure distribution over the
WEC hull at three time instances, for case DA300F35.315
From the qualitative comparison of the cylinder displacement in Figure 20a,
a sufficient agreement between the numerical and experimental data set can be
observed. The phase of the signals matches very well, while some over- and
under-prediction of the peak and trough values is found, respectively. This
is also reflected in the NRMSE in Table 11. The validation of the pressure320
data is also good (NRMSE< 8%) and the trend in NRMSE for the three cases
correlating with the results from the cylinder displacement data, with DA400F35
having the smallest NRMSE and DA300F35 the largest. This is expected since,
for wave radiation tests, the pressure is directly related to the body motion.
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Figure 20: Numerical and experimental cylinder position force for radiation tests
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Figure 21: Experimental and numerical pressure data for radiation test case DA300F35
Table 11: Normalised RMSE between numerical and experimental cylinder position and pres-
sure data for radiation test cases
Cylinder Displ. Pressure
Xc PG1 PG10 PG14 PG12
DA300F35 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
DA400F35 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06
DA600F35 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.08
Figure 22: Screen shots of the dynamic pressure field on the WEC hull for radiation test case
DA300F35. The grey line on the WEC hull indicates the instantaneous free surface. The time
instances represent maximum cylinder etraction (10s & 30s), and maximum cylinder extension
(20s).
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5.4. WEC with PTO system325
The full WSI, with WEC motion driven by waves and PTO forces, is finally
considered for validation in this test case. Comparison is made between exper-
imental and numerical results for the PTO cylinder displacement and velocity,
PTO force (at the 1 DoF load cell), generated power, FSE at WPs 2, 11 and
14, and the pressure on the WEC hull at PGs 1, 10, 14 and 12.330
As in the previous sections, the quantitative comparison is achieved using
the NRMSE, and qualitative comparison is achieved through the inspection of
plotted time traces. For clarity, this section is divided into subsections according
to the considered sea state, plus an initial subsection describing the calibration
of the PTO model.335
5.4.1. PTO model
Before the CNWT simulations can be performed, the user-defined spring
stiffness, Knum, and damping, Dnum, coefficients of the linear spring-damper
PTO system in the CNWT must be calibrated to represent its physical equiva-
lent. Since resistive control is employed in the physical WEC model, only damp-340
ing and no reactive force, i.e. Knum = 0, should be applied by the PTO (see
Equation (1)). However, calculating an equivalent linear damping coefficient,
using Equation (1) and geometrical transformation, did not lead to expected
results from the CNWT simulations, when validated against the PWT data.
Inspection of the zero damping case, Dexp = 0 , revealed that a PTO force345
was still being applied. Further inspection revealed that the time average of the
power flow to the WEC from the PTO force was non-zero, meaning that the
PTO was applying reactive power i.e. Knum 6= 0. This residual reactive power
may stem from delays of the controller and hardware between target and actual
force, in the physical tank.350
Furthermore, it is well known, that any PWT setup experiences friction in
the mechanical parts. This friction, generally, is a non-measurable quantity,
which makes its replication in the numerical setup a challenging task.
To correctly replicated the PWT setup in the CNWT, calibration of the
PTO coefficients Dnum and Knum is required. Here, a linear least squares ap-355
proach is employed on the PWT data, assuming that the PTO force follows the
simple relation shown in Equation (9). FPTO, xPTO(t) and vPTO(t) are the
measured PTO force, cylinder displacement and velocity in the PWT experi-
ments, respectively.
A least square regression, as shown in Equations (11)–(13), can be con-360
structed, where ξj contains the damping and stiffness coefficients, while ϕj(t)
contains velocity and position data.
FPTO(t, ξ) =
2∑
j=1
ξjϕj(t) (11)
Xij = ϕj(ti) (12)
28
ξ̂ =
(
XTX
)−1
XTFPTO (13)
The resulting estimated Knum and Dnum values from the least squares fit for
the different Dexp values, for sea states MS01-MS03, are plotted in Figure 23,
showing consistent estimates for Knum and Dnum between the different sea
states. Additionally, a clear linear trend in the increase of Knum and Dnum
with the increase of Dexp can be seen. Linear regression is used again to create
a line of best fit through the Knum and Dnum values (also plotted in Figure 23),
yielding the following relationships:
Knum = 184Dexp − 4700 (14)
Dnum = 70Dexp (15)
Equations (14) and (15) are used to calculate the user-defined linear spring-
damper coefficients for the CNWT simulations, which are listed in Table 12. It
should be noted that the values in Table 12 are 50% of those shown in Figure365
23, to account for the symmetry plane used in the CNWT.
It should further be noted that the necessary integration of a non-zero spring
stiffness highlights the importance of PTO dynamics. Real hydraulic systems
may have their own spring and/or inertia effects that can lead to effective pro-
vision of reactive power. Therefore, it is important to adequately define these370
using available data, or implement a high-fidelity PTO system as shown in [5].
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Table 12: Spring stiffness and damping coefficient determine through linear least squares
regression
Dexp [N m s] Dnum [N s m
−1] Knum [N m
−1]
0 0 -23502
50 1750 2250
100 3500 6850
200 7000 16050
5.4.2. Analysis: MS01
For the case of highest experimental damping, Dexp = 200N m s, the NRMSE
for the PTO data (position, velocity, force) and instantaneous, generated power
as well as the pressure data and FSE are listed in Table 13, and the time traces375
for the PTO, pressure and FSE are plotted in Figures 24 to 26, respectively.
From the PTO data, good agreement can be observed, with NRMSEs of < 10%
for the position and velocity and 12% for the PTO force. The magnitude for
position, velocity and force is over-predicted, while phase is captured well. The
experimental force signal shows second order effects in the troughs, which are380
not captured in the numerical model. However, due to the small force amplitude,
it is not clear if these effects stem from noise in the recorded data, or reflect
actual PTO characteristics.
The instantaneous, generated power is calculated as the product between
the instantaneous PTO force and velocity. For the case of Dexp = 200N m s,385
an NRMSE of 25% is calculated. The error in the power is larger compared
to the NRMSE for the velocity and force, because error accumulation from the
velocity and force signals appears.
Inspection of the pressure time series, plotted in Figure 25, also reveals good
agreement. The largest NRMSE, 13%, is found at PG1 and can be attributed390
to the low SNR in the experimental data. The smallest NRMSE, 6%, occurs
at PG14 which faces the wave generator. For PG10 (NRMSE=13%) and PG12
(NRMSE= 10%) a small phase lag results in a larger NRMSE.
The FSE time series at WP2, WP11 and WP14 are plotted in Figure 26, and
NRMSE values are listed in Table 13. Again, good qualitative and quantitative395
(NRMSE≤ 12%) agreement is found. The deviation in FSE is found to be
larger than for the wave-only cases (NRMSE≤ 2%), which could be attributed
to the interaction between radiated and diffracted waves. The largest deviation
can be found at WP11, in the wake of the body, where a phase lag causes the
mismatch. This lag coincides with the phase lag of PG10 which is also located400
at the downwave side of the hull.
In a similar fashion, results for the cases Dexp = 100, 50 and 0 N m s are anal-
ysed. PTO data are plotted in Figures 27 to 29, while pressure data are plotted
in Figures 30 to 32, respectively. Since FSE data show consistent behaviour for
all different damping values, these plots are omitted for brevity. Screen shots405
of the velocity vectors are shown in Figures 33 (a)–(d) for all the different PTO
30
damping values. Furthermore, Figures 34 (a)–(d) show the wave field in the
CNWT at a specific time instance and the distribution of the dynamic pres-
sure on the hull. These screen shots highlight the similarity of the FSE for all
different damping values. Furthermore, Table 13 contains the NRMSE for all410
data.
For a PTO damping of Dexp = 100 N m s good quantitative and qualitative
agreement for PTO Data (NRMSE≤ 7%), generated power (NRMSE=8%),
FSE (NRMSE≤ 8%) and pressure (NRMSE≤ 14%) can be found. Specifically
the PTO position and velocity is captured well, with a NRMSE of 5%. Error415
accumulation can be observed for the generated power, resulting in a relatively
large error, compared to the PTO velocity and force. The pressure signals show
similar behaviour to the Dexp = 200 N m s case.
For Dexp = 50 N m s, the position and velocity data show similar agreement
to the Dexp = 200 N m s case (NRMSE=6%). The plotted time traces show an420
under-estimation of the motion amplitudes in the numerical simulation. The
force magnitude is captured well, resulting in a NRMSE of 9%. Good agree-
ment in phase can be observed for all PTO data. For the generated power a
NRMSE of 10% can be found. The pressure signals for Dexp = 50 N m s show
a fit comparable the previous cases (NRMSE≤ 13%), with the same deviation425
characteristics.
For the case of Dexp = 0 N m s, the agreement between experimental and nu-
merical PTO and pressure data decreases significantly (NRMSE≤ 48%). Over-
all, the PTO position and velocity is under-predicted in the numerical model,
resulting in a NRMSE of 11% (see Figure 29). The PTO force shows the most430
severe deviation. While the force amplitude is captured reasonably well, an
almost 180◦ phase lag can be observed. However, since the force amplitude is
very small (approx. ±200N), other background dynamics in the PTO system
(or possibly gantry vibrations), with a high frequency oscillation, cause a non-
negligible force, corrupting the signal and making the comparison difficult. The435
large error in the PTO force influences the accuracy of the instantaneous, ger-
ated power, resulting in a NRMSE of 38%. The mismatch in body motion is also
reflected in the measured pressure at PG1 (NRMSE=12%), 10 (NRMSE=11%)
and 12 (NRMSE=13%) (see Figure 32). At these probes, a similar pattern, as
in the position/velocity data, can be observed. Interestingly, the pressure data440
at PG14 (NRMSE=15%), facing the wave generator, seems less affected by the
previously described mismatch in motion amplitude, and show good agreement
for the pressure magnitude. However, a phase lag causes the relatively large
NRMSE.
Although the numerical zero-damping case shows significant deviations com-445
pared to the experimental data, with the confidence given through the good
agreement of larger PTO damping cases, the hydrodynamic model of the device
is effectively validated for sea state MS01.
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Table 13: NRMSE between numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS01
Dexp[N m s] 200 100 50 0
PTO Data
Position 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.11
Velocity 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.11
Force 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.44
Power 0.25 0.08 0.10 0.38
Pressure
PG 1 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.12
PG 10 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.11
PG 14 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.15
PG 12 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.13
FSE
WP 2 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06
WP 11 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.07
WP 14 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.12
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Figure 24: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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Figure 25: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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Figure 26: Numerical and experimental FSE data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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Figure 27: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 100N m s
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Figure 28: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 50N m s
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Figure 29: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 0N m s
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(d) Pressure gauge 12
Figure 30: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 100N m s
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Figure 31: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 50N m s
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Figure 32: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS01 with experimental
damping Dexp = 0N m s
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(a) MS01 with Dexp = 200Nms
(b) MS01 with Dexp = 100Nms
(d) MS01 with Dexp = 0Nms
(c) MS01 with Dexp = 50Nms
Figure 33: Screen shots of the computational domain showing the αV F field, and the nor-
malised velocity vectors.
(a) MS01 with Dexp = 200Nms
(b) MS01 with Dexp = 100Nms
(c) MS01 with Dexp = 50Nms
(d) MS01 with Dexp = 0Nms
Figure 34: Screen shots of the dynamic pressure field across the domain (left), and on the WEC
hull (right), for sea state MS01. The black line on the WEC hull indicates the instantaneous
free surface.
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5.4.3. Analysis: MS02
In this test case, the wave height is increased from 0.1m to 0.15m, compared450
to MS01. The NRMSE for the PTO signals (position, velocity, force), instan-
taneous, generated power, pressure and FSE data are listed in Table 14. For
brevity, time traces of the PTO data and pressure are only plotted for cases
Dexp = 200 N m s and Dexp = 0 N m s (see Figures 35 to 38). Since the FSE
data show consistently good agreement with NRMSE≤ 11%, for brevity, plots455
are omitted.
Starting again with the highest damping, Dexp = 200 N m s, the PTO data
show good agreement, with a maximum NRMSE of 10%, for position, velocity
and force. Excellent agreement in phase is achieved, while the amplitudes for
position (NRMSE=10%) and velocity (NRMSE=9%) are over-predicted. For460
the PTO force, taking into account the noise in the experimental data, the
amplitude is well captured in the numerical model (NRMSE=9%). For the
instantaneous, generated power, a relatively large NRMSE of 21% can be found.
This large error is the result of the over-prediction of the numerical PTO velocity
and the noise seen in the experimental data. Inspection of the pressure time465
series, plotted in Figure 36, supports the good fit of the PTO position, velocity
and force. Particularly at PG14, good agreement, with a NRMSE of 6% is
achieved. The larger deviation at PG1 (NRMSE=12%) can be attributed to
the high noise level in the experimental data. For PG10 (NRMSE=19%) a
phase lag causes the large NRMSE. At PG12 (NRMSE= 11%), again, satisfying470
results can be observed. For the FSE data, good qualitative and quantitative
(NRMSE≤ 10%) agreement is found. The deviation in FSE is again found
to be larger than for the waves-only cases (NRMSE≤ 2%), which could be
attributed to the influence of the radiated and diffracted waves by the WEC,
which is highlighted by the good match farthest away form the device (WP2)475
and increased deviations in vicinity to the body (WP11 and WP14).
For a PTO damping of Dexp = 100 N m s similarly good quantitative and
qualitative agreement for PTO position (NRMSE=8%), velocity (NRMSE=7%)
and force (NRMSE=8%) can be found. Error accumulation can be observed
for the generated power, resulting in a relatively large error (NRMSE=15%),480
compared to the PTO velocity and force. Larger deviation can be observed
for the pressure measured at PG1 (NRMSE=18%), PG10 (NRMSE=23%) and
PG12 (NRMSE=22%). At PG1, an over-prediction of the pressure leads to the
increased NRMSE. However, given the SNR, the deviations lie within an accept-
able range. At PG10, the phase lag between experimental and numerical results485
leads to increased quantitative deviation. The magnitude, however, compares
well. At PG12 an over-prediction of the pressure leads to the increased NRMSE.
The phase is captured reasonably well.
For Dexp = 50 N m s, best agreement can be observed for the PTO data,
with minimum NRMSE of 6%, and generated power, , with a NRMSE of 9%.490
For the pressures, similarly larg deviations as for Dexp = 100 N m s occur at
PG1 (NRMSE=17%), PG10 (NRMSE=21%) and PG12 (NRMSE=19%). These
stem from a phase lag, while pressure magnitudes compare well for all pressure
38
probes.
For the case of Dexp = 0 N m s, the agreement between experimental and nu-495
merical PTO and pressure data decreases. Overall, the PTO position (NRMSE=9%)
and velocity (NRMSE=8%) is under-predicted in the numerical model (see Fig-
ure 37). Furthermore, the body motion does not reach a steady state. Since
the zero damping case is associated with the most significant WEC motion, it
might be assumed that larger radiated waves are being produced and reflect-500
ing off the non-absorbing side walls, which influences the body motion. The
deviation in body motion is also reflected in the measured pressure at PG1
(NRMSE=10%), PG10 (NRMSE=11%) and PG12 (NRMSE=10%) (see Figure
38). At these probes, a similar pattern, as in the position/velocity data, can
be observed. Interestingly, the pressure data at PG14, facing the wave gen-505
erator, seems unaffected by the described mismatch in body motion, and still
shows good agreement with experimental data. This suggests that the incoming
wave is unaffected (i.e. no non-linear interaction) by the wave radiation from
the body and reflections mostly coming from the tank side walls. Lastly, com-
paring the PTO force, it can be stated that the force amplitude and phase in510
the numerical model and the experimental show good agreement. However, the
low SNR in the experimental data, leads to a relatively large NRMSE of 14%,
and subsequently to a NRMSE of 13% for the generated power. Compared to
sea state MS01, the use of a negative spring stiffness in the numerical model
is able to reasonably replicate the experimental system dynamics, for the case515
of zero damping. This may be reasoned with the larger oscillation amplitude,
mitigating unrepresented effects of the other background dynamics in the PTO
and other system components.
Table 14: NRMSE between numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS02
Dexp[N m s] 200 100 50 0
PTO Data
Position 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.09
Velocity 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.08
Force 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.14
Power 0.21 0.15 0.09 0.13
Pressure
PG 1 0.12 0.18 0.17 0.10
PG 10 0.19 0.23 0.21 0.11
PG 14 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.08
PG 12 0.11 0.22 0.19 0.10
FSE η
WP 2 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.07
WP 11 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.09
WP 14 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.10
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Figure 35: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS02 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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(d) Pressure gauge 12
Figure 36: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS02 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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Figure 37: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS02 with experimental
damping Dexp = 0N m s
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(c) Pressure gauge 14
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Figure 38: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS02 with experimental
damping Dexp = 0N m s
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5.4.4. Analysis: MS03
Considering an even larger wave height, i.e. 0.25m, the agreement between520
experimental and numerical results for the different PTO damping settings show
comparable accuracy, compared to the previous sea states. The quantitative
comparisons are listed in Table 15 and the qualitative plots in Figures 39 to 42.
From the quantitative and qualitative comparison of the FSE data for all
damping values, a mismatch in the wave period becomes obvious, leading to525
divergence of the phase after approx. 19s simulated time (see Figure 41). Note,
for brevity, FSE data are only plotted for the single case of Dexp = 200 N m s.
This phase divergence in the FSE consequently leads to a mismatch in phase
for the PTO and pressure data, resulting in relatively large NRMSE values,
up to 13% for the PTO force, 18% for the instantaneous, generated power and530
26% for the pressure. Furthermore, for all cases, an increasing mismatch in
wave amplitude in vicinity of the body (i.e. WP11 and WP14), specifically an
under-prediction, can be observed (see Figure 41). This however, is not reflected
in the PTO and pressure data (for cases Dexp = 200 − 50 N m s), where good
agreement in the position, velocity, force and pressure magnitudes is achieved.535
Only PG12 shows consistently poor agreement due to an over-prediction of the
pressure amplitude.
For Dexp = 0, the results show very similar behaviour, as for MS02. Again,
an overall under-prediction of position, velocity and force can be seen in the
numerical model. Also, no steady state is reached. For the pressure, the fluc-540
tuation is reflected at PG1, PG10 and PG12, while, again, a good fit at PG14
is achieved. Here, the experimental data show a characteristic plateau at the
pressure peaks. This is very well captured in the numerical model.
Table 15: NRMSE between numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS03
Dexp[N m s] 200 100 50 0
PTO Data
Position 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.12
Velocity 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12
Force 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13
Power 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.15
Pressure
PG 1 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.09
PG 10 0.14 0.11 0.17 0.09
PG 14 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.08
PG 12 0.17 0.26 0.21 0.08
FSE
WP 2 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.18
WP 11 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.13
WP 14 0.21 0.22 0.18 0.18
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Figure 39: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS03 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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(d) Pressure gauge 12
Figure 40: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS03 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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(a) Wave probe 2
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(b) Wave probe 11
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(c) Wave probe 14
Figure 41: Numerical and experimental FSE data for sea state MS03 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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Figure 42: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS03 with experimental
damping Dexp = 0N m s
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5.4.5. Analysis: MS04
As a final sea state, MS04 is considered for validation. While, for the pre-545
vious test cases, the wave period is constant at 1.4s, the wave period for MS04
is 2.8s. The availability of experimental data for MS04 only allows for the com-
parison at a single PTO damping setting, i.e. Dexp = 200 N m s, which, based
on the least squares regression from sea states MS01-MS03, results in a nu-
merical damping coefficient and spring stiffness of Dnum = 7000 N s m
−1 and550
Knum = 16050 N m
−1, respectively. Quantitative results are listed in Table 16.
For a qualitative comparison, PTO data are plotted in Figure 43–45.
Overall, similar results, as in the previous test cases, are found. For the
surface elevation, all NRMSE values fall below 13%, which is expected with
respect to the results found for the waves-only case in Section 5.1. The PTO555
cylinder displacement and velocity show relatively small deviations with NRM-
SEs of 6%. The force signal reveals a relatively small over-prediction of the
PTO force in the numerical model. Furthermore, a phase lag in the experimen-
tal force signal can be observed, leading to a NRMSE of 18%, which is reflected
in the NRMSE of the instantaneous, generated power of 19%. This suggests560
that the employed combination of spring stiffness and damping coefficient does
not accurately represent the physical system, which, in turn, suggests that the
estimated coefficients Dnum and Knum, to replicate the physical PTO system,
are frequency dependent, implying non-linearity of the physical PTO system.
The phase deviation, found in the PTO force signal, also appears in the565
pressure data at all PGs. Both force and pressure show a phase lag of approx.
0.3s. This highlights the assumption that the characteristics of the physical
system are frequency dependent and currently not accurately represented in the
numerical model. However, for the purpose of this study, the agreement between
numerical and experimental results is satisfying.570
Table 16: NRMSE between numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS04
Dexp = 200N m s
PTO Data
Cylinder Position 0.06
Cylinder Velocity 0.06
Cylinder Force 0.18
Power 0.19
Pressure
Pressure gauge 1 0.18
Pressure gauge 10 0.27
Pressure gauge 14 0.18
Pressure gauge 12 0.19
FSE η
Wave probe 2 0.13
Wave probe 11 0.09
Wave probe 14 0.12
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Figure 43: Numerical and experimental PTO data for sea state MS04 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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Figure 44: Numerical and experimental pressure data for sea state MS04 with experimental
damping Dexp = 200N m s
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(b) Wave probe 11
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(c) Wave probe 14
Figure 45: Numerical and experimental η data for sea state MS04 with experimental damping
Dexp = 200N m s
6. Conclusion
This paper documents the validation of a 1:5 scale numerical model of the
Wavestar device against experimental data under various test conditions. From
the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The system dynamics of the experimental setup can be captured with575
satisfying accuracy by introducing a linear spring-damper system in the
CNWT, where coefficients are determined through linear least squares
regression
• The validation of complex physical systems, such as the one on hand, is
a challenging task and requires exact knowledge of all system characteris-580
tics. This detailed knowledge is difficult to acquire but is required for the
formulation of assumptions for the numerical model. This may influence
the achievable order of accuracy for validation studies.
• Given the required assumptions and simplification in the CNWT, the pre-
sented model of the Wavestar WEC is considered to be, in a general sense,585
validated
• The validated numerical model provides a powerful tool for future as-
sessment of the power production of the Wavestar WEC under various
conditions, avoiding costly and time consuming experimental tank tests.
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